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Introduction 
The aim of this paper is twofold. It serves as an introduction to the 
first principles of term rewrite systems, (TRS), focusing~ on signatures, 
term algebras, cong r u ences and rewrite sets. 
Moreover; the conventional notion of a TRS is extended to that of a 
PRS (priority rewrite system). In a PRS different rules may have 
relative prio;r:ities. Much attE:ntion is paid to precise semantics of 
the PRS mechanism. 
In several examples, stacks, queues and in particular Backus' FP 
(functional programming) the use of the PRS mechanism is shown. 
Motivation for the tol?ic 
In order to place the paper in an appropriate context we consider 
the issue of equational (algebraic) abstract datatype specifications. 
The simplest kind of specification is a pair (E,E) with Ea signature 
and Ea finite set of equations over this signature. 
This type of specification and its initial algebra semantics has 
been thoroughly investigated in GTW[78],GTWr[75], see also Kl(83J, and 
for a survey of recent literature on datatypes: KL(83]. 
In the subsequent development of datatype ·specification theory three 
sub-issues play a prominent role: 
(i) executable specifications. 
,(ii) modular structure of specifications. 
(iii) expressive power of specifications. 
The most promising way to turn an equational specification into an 
executable module is to connect with it a term rewrite system which is 
terminating and confluent and which describes the same congruence on 
closed terms. For a survey on these matters seeH0(80]. 
In BT(80] it was shown that every somputab~e data type can be 
specified equationally (through using auxiliary functions) in such a way 
that one may provide each equation with a direction and then obtain a 
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·confluent and terminating rewrite system. In this sense equational 
specifications with initial algebra semantics are adequate. iLeaving out 
the requirements on the rewrite system one may obtain much more concise 
specifications however BT[83].) 
In connection with modularity the research has focused on how a 
specification Smay be composed from smaller specifications s 1 , ••• ,sn. 
In particular much attention has been paid to modularisation via 
parametrisation, in which case Sis made from s 1 and s 2 , where s 1 serves 
as a parameter (specification) and s 2 specifies some functorial type. 
(See E[79], EKTWW[79], G(83]). 
A need for specification formalisms of more express!ve power arises 
from the fact that various mechanisms can hardly be modeled by means of 
algebraic equations only. This leads us to more and more complex 
specification languages with less and less algorithmic contents 
(e.g. B&Te(83:] ). 
In principle the expressive power of algebraic specificat~on can be 
increased (or at least modified) by changing to a more sophisticated 
semantics than the usual initial algebra semantics. For instance final 
algebra semantics (see K[80], W[79]) allows the specification of algebras 
that cannot be specified initially, see B&Tu(83]. However if we adhere 
to rewrite rules as an implementation mechanism the initial algebra 
semantics stands out as most plausible. Within these constraints two 
extensions of a purely equational formalism come to mind: 
(i) conditional equations. 
(ii) rewrite rules with priorities. 
Rewrite rules based on conditional equations have been introduced and 
studied in PEE(81]. 
The present paper introduses a mechanism with priorities. It is 
shown that this mechanism allows certain modularisations that are not 
expressible by means of equational specifications. Moreover we feel that 
the priority mechanism is rather appealing from an intuitive point of 
view (indeed it has been used by many authors, but in a rather implicit 
way). Experience in practice will have to determine the practical value 
of th~ priority rewrite systems. 
The contents of the paper are as follows: 
(i) signatures 
(ii) term::..a.J,.geb:r:as 
(iii) equations and equational specifications 
(iv) term rewrite systems 
(v) priority rewrite systems 
(vi) examples 
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CHAPTER I. SIGNATURES 
§1. Definition and exam12les 
A signature contains information about names, especially of sorts, 
functions and constants. Sorts are also types; functions have an arity 
f: s1x ••• x S -+ S; constants have a sort (type). I n 
We denote signatures with L, r, ~, 0, ..• 
Each signature description has three sections: 
Exam12les: 
i. LB S= B 
F= V: 
-,: 
C= T 
F 
ii. LS,P,+ N 
iii. LS,P,+, N 
S: sorts, 
f: functions, 
(: constants. 
B X B -+ B 
B -+ B 
e B 
€ B. 
~-
'-'. 
N 
F= S: N -+N 
P: N -+ N 
+: N X N -+N 
C: 0 6 N. 
. 
S= N 
F= S: N -+N 
P: N -+ N 
+: N X N -+ N 
N X N -+ N 
C= 0 6 N. 
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iv. LS,P,ADD S: N N 
F= S: N • N 
P: N • N 
ADD: N xN • N 
C= 0 € N. 
v. 
LP,S,+ 
N S: N 
F=- P: N • N 
S: N • N 
+: N X N • N 
C: 0 € N. 
vi. r N,B S= N, B 
F= V: B X B • B 
-,: B • B 
S: N • N 
P: N • N 
eq: N xN • B 
C: 0 € N 
T € B 
F 
€ 
B. 
vii. rl N S: N 
F= S: N • N 
P: N • N 
C: 1 e N 
0 € N 
(Purpose: to have the option P(O) = l instead of P(O) = 0) • 
viii. LD,SETS S= D, B, SETS 
F= V: B xB • B 
,: B • B 
ins: D X SETS • SETS 
elt: DX SETS • B 
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C= 0 6 SETS 
T 6 B 
F 
€ B. 
ix. LSTACK S= D1 ST D,l 
F= push: D X ST+ ST 
pop: ST + ST 
top: ST + D 
C= 0 € ST 
lo E D 
ls € ST. 
§2. Unordered si2natures 
All the above signature descriptions describe ordered signatures. 
This means that sorts, functions and constants constitute an ordered list. 
Unordered signatures have sets of sorts, functions and constants: 
Exam~les: 
i. f1 S= -{-N} 
F= {P: N + N, 
S: N + N, 
+: N X N + N} 
C= {o}. 
ii. r2 S: {B} 
F: {-,: B + B, 
V: B x B + B} 
C: {F, 
T}. 
Notation: We use Y, r, e etc. for unordered signatures. 
Fact: There is a canonical mapping: 
:-: E + -r ,, 
mapping an ordered signature to an unordered one. 
Examples: i. 1:B = f 2, 
ii. ._.S,P,+ = -f L,N 1. 
§3. Inclusion of signatures 
EC rand 'f Cf are both defined in the natural way. 
_E_x_am_p_l_e_s: i. z::,P,+ C z::,P,+,• 
----.. 
z:;S,P,+ C 1,S,P,+,• 
N - 'N ii. 
iii. z:;S,P,+ f z:;P,S,+ N N 
---iv. z:;S,P,+ C z:;P,S,+ 
N - N 
v. EB.£ z:N,B 
4. Union of unordered si2natur~s 
For unordered signatures 'f, f 
r + r 
is determined by pairwise taking unions: 
r + r ('. S<°f> u Ser"> \.. . 
F: F (E) u Fer> 
C= C <°f> u Ccn. 
Taking unions of ordered signatures is problematic. We "do" this as 
follows: 
II 
_:ive: E ~nd 
/J. = E + r. 
f choose 8. with: 
Of course, this 8. is not uniquely determined. 
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§5. Restriction of s!~natures 
Given E and r one obtains 
P'f(f} 
by deleting all sorts, functions and constants of r that don't occur in E, 
but preserving the order in what remains of r. 
Likewise one defines Py"(f). 
Examples: i. Py--( ED SETS) = E 
N,B ' B 
ii. -(ES,P,+) = ES,P p j_ N N I 
EN 
iii. p---(ESTACK) = 
ED,SETS D,1 
§6. Isomorphism of si2natures 
where ES,P N = ~-\.". N 
F= S: N -+N 
P: N-+ N 
r. o v· 
ED, where ED= S: D 
F= 
C: 
Both for ordered and for unordered signatures we need a notion of 
isomorphism, 
E ;; r and I ;; r. 
For (un)ordered signatures E and r, they are isomorphic if a consistent 
renaming transforms E into rand conversely. This definition works in both 
cases. Some examples clarify the matter: 
i. ES,P,ADD N 
~ 
ES,P,+ 
= N 
renamings: ===> <-
N • N N -+N 
s • s s • s 
p • p p +p 
ADD -++ + • ADD 
0-+ 0 0 • 0 
,, 
ii. EP,S,ADD ~ ES,P,+ = N N 
·renamings: > <= 
N -+ N N -+ N 
s -+ p s -+ p 
p 
-+ s p -+ s 
ADD + + + + ADD 
0 + 0 0 + 0 
iii. Es,+,P ~ N 
ES,P,+ 
N 
(where Es,+,P N is S: N F: S: N -+ N 
+: N X N -+ N 
P: N -+ N 
C= 0 € N } 
§7. Renamings of si9natures 
Suppose E ~ r, Py(A} =¢and E f A. 
By {E := f} A 
we denote the signature that is obtained by replacing each E-name in A by 
its corresponding r-name. 
Similarly one defines {E := r} A. 
Remark: It is amazing to see that already at this elementary level of 
signatures it is nontrivial (and perhaps even new) to produce a workable 
set of notions, notations and operations with watertight definitions. 
§s. Calculations with signatures 
Especially in connection with so-called parametrized datatypes a 
simple kind of computations is frequently used. 
Example,s: 
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i. Let EN = ". v· N 
F= 
r. 
_,. 
Then EN;;;, ED. 
Now here are two interesting unordered signatures (with ordered 
representations rand A): 
"f = E~,P,+ +{ED:= ENJ" ED,SET~ 
A= {E := E} ES,P,+ + E 
N D N D,SETS 
Remark: "f and A both have to do with substituting N for Din E D,SETS 
ii. Another (slightly more complex) example 
f' = r-+ {ED := EN} ESTACK N,B D,1 
F = n: := N ED} E + N,B 
ESTACK 
o,1 
iii. Still more complex: 
~ {E := " } ("STACK + " 
~N,B + D ~N ~D,1 ~D,SETS 
iv. Let EST = ". ... J. ST 
F= 
C= 
and chooser• as in the second example. Then 
0 = 'fl+ U . := E } E 
D ST D,SETS 
is: 
corresponds somehow with sets of stacks of nonnegative integers. 
CHAPTER II. (TERM:) ALGEBRAS 
In this chapter we focus interest on the following matters: 
i. TL, the L-algebra of terms over signature L; 
ii. the notion of a rewrite set Rover TL; this is a subset of TL x TL; 
iii. The congruence =(R) generated by a rewrite set R; 
iv. The reduction relation ~(R) generated by R. 
§1. Algebras 
Definition: An algebra is a triple 
((A1, ••• ,Ak), (f 1, ••• ,fQ,)' (c1, ••• ,cm)) 
where: 1. k>0, Q,~, m~0; 
2. the A, are nonempty and pairwise disjoint; 
l. 
3. the f. are functions: Aj (i, l) x ... x Aj (i,t) l. • A u (i) 
for appropriate j ( i, 1) , ••• , j ( i, t) , u(i)€ {1, ••• ,k}; 
4. the ci are elements of A1 U ••• U Ak. 
ExamJ?les: 
1. ( ( { 0, 1, ••• } ) , (Ax. x+ 1, AX. x.:.1) , ( 0) ) • 
2. (({0,1, ••• }), (Ax.x+l, Axy.x+y), (0,1)). 
3 • (( { t, f}, { 0, 1 , ••• } ) , (AX. x+ 1) , ( 0, 1 , t, f)) • 
We denote algebras with Gothic capitals C,C., ,;J,, •.. 
A signed algebra is a pair (L,~) 
11 
of a signature and an algebra where the (ordered) signature and the algebra 
correspond in such a way that L can be used as a naming scheme for the 
domains, functions and distinguished elements of Ot. 
Example: ( L~' P, <'.3t) , with (1(. as in ( 1) above. 
We denote signed algebras with A, B, c, ... 
With cr(A) we denote the signature of A. 
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§2. Term algebras 
Let L be a given signature. Using a simultaneous induction one 
for each S € S(E) the collection T~ of (closed) L-terms of sort S: 
i. if c €Sis in (CE) then c € T~; 
ii. if f: s. x ..• x S. • sis in f(L) 
11 1n 
s 
then f(t1, ••• ,tn) € TL • 
s 
defines 
S { } S1 m Let" (L) = S1, ••• ,sm, then one can use (Tr; , ••• ,TE) 
a L-algebra. The function r corresponding to fas in (ii) 
as domains for 
above then works 
as follows: r: t1, ••• ,t • f(t1, ••• ,t ), 
n n 
and to c € S corresponds the distinguished element c 
(we must require here that the T~ are nonempty). 
s 
€T L 
We denote this term algebra with TL. Clearly O(TL) = L. 
Examples: 
1 L = LS,P 
• N • 
~ = {O, S(O), P(O}, S(S(O)), S(P(O)), P(S(O)), P(P(O)), S(S(S(O))), ••• }. 
B 
2. L = LN,B" Typical terms of TL are: 
T, F, ((-i[') VF) V (-,(-i[')), eq(S(O),P(P(O))), eq(S(S(O}),O), 
-,(-,(eq(O,S(O})) VF) V eq(S(O},P(O))). 
3. L = ED,SETS" T~ is empty, and T~ETS contains just 0. 
4 E = LS,P,+ 
• N + 
SETS . T~ contains: ins(S(O) + P(O), ins(O,0)) 
TL contains: ,(-, elt(S(O), ins(P(S(S(O))),0)) VF). 
§3. Congruences 
Suppose all T~ are nonempty, so TL exists. 
Definition: A congruence on TL is a family 
HS f. T~ x T~, for S € S(L), 
that satisfies the following conditions: 
i. for ;11 t € T~ (t,t) € HS ; 
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ii. if (t,r), (r,u) € HS then (t,u) € HS; 
. s s 
iii. if (t,r) € H then (r,t) € H 
s. s. 
iv. if (t1,ri> € H 1 ~, •••• , (t ,r) € H 1 n, and f: S. x ••• x s. +Sis in 
_ . n n S 1.1 1.n Fo::), then (f(t1, ••• ,t ),f(ri, ••• ,r ))€ H. 
n n 
§4. Fundamental construction 
{ s C' } Let H = - H : S € 0(I) be a congruence on TI. 
s s We denote with [t] the class of all u such that (t,u) € H (fort€ TI); 
[ t] 
then 
is the congruence class oft. 
With T~/HS we denote the set of all congruence classes of T~. _ 
If we define c = [c], and t((t1], ••• ,[t ]) = [f(t1, ••• ,t )], 
S S n n 
c{Tr/H = s e Ser>}, {r = f e F<E>}, {c = c e C<E>}> 
is a I-algebra. It is denoted by 
TE/H. 
Notation: One often writes - for congruences, and superscript~ for sorts 
are usually omitted. 
TE/= is also called TE modulo-. 
§s. Rewrite sets 
Definitions: 1. Let R .£ Tr, x TE. We call such Ra rewrite set. 
2. With =R we denote the s~a~lest con~r?ence that includes R; 
=R is the congruence generated by R. 
3. With R0 we denote the reduction (rewrite) relation generated by R. 
Formally: i. for all t € TE (t,t) € R0 ; 
ii. (t,t') € R => (t,t') € R0-; 
iii. (t,t') € R0 & (t',t'') € R0 => (t,t'') € R0 ; 
iv. (t,t') € R0 -> (T(t),T(t')) € R0 , 
(here T(t) € TE; T(t) is called a context oft, i.e. a term with t as 
subterm). 
We write t ~t' for (t,t') € R0 , and t ~• for (t,t') € R. 
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Given the rewrite set R; we can now define some important properties 
relating to the global behavior of - and R0 : 
R 
Definitions: 1. t E TL is a normal form if there is not' E TL, t ft' 
with t~t'. 
2. R0 is confluent (or Church-Rosser) if for all t,t' such that t - t' 
R 
there is at" with t t' 
~t":,/ 
3. R0 is weakly normalisin9 if for all t there is at' 
such that t ~ t I and t' is in normal form. 
4. Ro is strongly_ normalising (or terminating) if there exists no infinite 
R 
sequence t 1 ,t2,t3, ••• such that t. f t. 1 and t. -t. 1 for all 1 i+ 1 i+ 
i € {1,2, .•• }. 
§6. Meaning of (term) algebras 
Minimal algebras are algebras of the form A= TL/=. 
If A is minimal then each object of A is the interpretation of a closed 
term. In Gu [75] and GTWr [75], GTW· [78] it has been explained that . 
abstract datatypes can be modeled as minimal algebras. 
;,,',"r, 
§1. Definitions and ex~~ples 
Let us again consider a signature f:f Fo:t each sort S of 't1 we asstfuir 
'/ ··., 
the presence of variables X = {x~ : · i e·rwt ·s; € S (L) } • 
In the present framework we look at:'sudi 'i:i %iriable x~ as a meta ·variabl.e 
l l_ 
ranging over all terms in T~. Thii view~· is ii?t the purely algebrafd 6ne. 
In algebra one would view a variabiLe as :'r.&nging over all objects of its 
,.: -. ; , ~ : ~ r J j 
type (sort). But because we are interested in minimal algebras, thes~' 
views coincide for all practical purposes': ' • : ': ·, 
s • 
If we allow the x. as terms of"typ~-;S;we obtain the seti 1. 
T~ (X) (for S € StE)) -~ 
of terms with variables. Clearl\r .T£ C T~ (,X) :f"or all ~f € '$(Zf. 
"' t· · · (ts ts) 'th ts € Ts(X) ,;·: A ~-esua 1.on 1.S a pair 1, 2 , Wl. i L • 
Equations are always written as follows: 
s s 
t1 = t2 • 
It we want to display the free variables we may write 
t(x1, ••• ,xn) = t' (x 1, ••• ,xn) 
(omitting the sort superscripts as usual). 
·, 
',·' 
Definition: Let E be a set of equations. The rewrite set R(E~· gerikrJit.~J by 
-;t .. 
t(x1,·••rXn) = t' (x1,·••rXn) an equation of E and t1, ••• ,tn closed terms 
(i.e. terms without variables) of the right sorts. 
Note: If -R(E) is the congruence generated by E, then 
is the init~al al2ebra of (E,E). 
A pair (E,E) is often called an e9;uational s~ecificati,on. 
(L'.,E) is called an initial algebra specification ~£ ;n:::~lgebra A· if 
l : .·: :·.· 
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Exam~les of specifications of familiar algebras with signatures taken from 
chapter I: 
i. (l:B,E) with 
E: 
ii. 
E: 
iii. 
E: 
-, (T) = F 
..., (F) = T 
T V X = T 
F V ".t' = T 
F VF= F. 
0::S,P,+ E) N , with 
p (0) = 0 
P(S(x)) = X 
X + 0 = X 
X + S(y) = S (x + y) 
o:::,P,+, • ,E) with 
p (0) = 0 
P(S(x)) = x 
X + Q = X 
x + S(y) =six+ y) 
x.0 = 0 
x.S(y) = x.y + x 
iv. (EN,B'E) with 
E: -, (T) = F 
..., (F) = T 
TV T = T 
T VF= T 
F VT = T 
F VF = F 
eq (x,x) = T 
eq(0,S(x)) = F 
or 
or 
eq(S(x),0) = F 
eq(S(x),S(y)) = eq(x,y) 
v. cr¼,E) with E: ls<l> = 1 
P(l> = 1 
E: 
E: 
..., (T) = F 
-, (F) = T 
TVT = T 
F VT = T 
XV y = y V X 
F VF= F 
p (0) = 0 
P(S(x)) = X 
0 + X = X 
S (x) + y = S (x + y) 
IP(0) = 1 P(S(x)) = X 
In all these cases we have that T (I,E) is isomorphic to a familiar 
I 
algebra. 
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Remark: it usually requires a proof that TI(I,E) ;; A. This proof is almost 
always tedious and occasionally quite nontrivial. 
Warning: TI{I,E) need not always exist. Indeed if some T~ is empty then TI 
is not defined and T (I,E) isn't either. Of course it is easy to decide 
whether or not all T~ are nonempty. 
Now consider ID,SETS" In this case~~ is indeed empty. Still there is 
an interesting set of equations E for I : D,SETS 
vi. E: -, (T) = F 
-, (F) = T 
T V T = T 
T V F = T 
F V T = T 
F V F = F 
ins(x, ins (y, V)) = ins(y, ins(x,V)) 
ins(x, ins(x,V)) = ins(x,V) 
eq(x,x) = T 
elt(x, ins(y,V)) = eq(x,y) V elt(x,V) 
elt(x,0) = F 
To understand the properties of (I S ,E) we must see the sort Das D, ETS 
a pa~~e~er that must be matched with another sort. 
§2. Op~rations on sFecificati~ns 
Let (I,E) be a specification. The following definitions are all 
analog·o as to the ones in chapter I. 
Definitions: i. Py(I,E) = (Py(I), Py(E)), where Py(E) is obtained from E 
by leaving out all equations involving sorts or names outside f. 
ii. {Eo := I1} (E,E) = ({Eo := E1} I, {Eo := E1} E), where {E 0 := E1} Eis 
obtained from Eby changing each Eo-name to the corresponding E1-name. 
iii. (I,E) = (f,E). 
,. 
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Exam;eles: 
i. Let z: ""' S= D, B D,B 
F= eq: D X D • B 
C: T € B 
F € B. 
Consider the specifications 
(L B,E1) with E1 as E from example (iv) above; N, 
(ED,SETS'E2) with E2 as E from (vi) above. 
Now consider (Z:,E) with 
(L,E) = (EN,B'Ei) + {z:D,B := EN,B} (ED,SETS'E2). 
(Z:,E) indeed specifies finite sets of integers (with equality function) 
provided with insertion and test of elementhood. 
ii. Let z:a,b = D S: D 
F= 
(: ¾B' a, b. 
Consider z:~,b + z:~:1 K. For this signature we have the following 
specification: we have (E~'b + E~:icK,E) with 
E: pop(0) = ls 
pop(-4,) = -43 
push(ls,Y> = ls 
push(x,.Ln> = ls 
* pop(push(x,a)) = x 
* pop(push(x,b)) ~ x 
top(0) = -4) 
* 
* 
top (-4,) = -4) 
top(push(0,a)) = a 
top(push(0,b)) = b 
* top(push(push(x,a),a)) = top(push(x,a)) 
* top(push(push(x,b),a)) = top(push(x,a)) 
* top(push(push(x,a),b)) = top(push(x,b)) 
* top(push(push(x,b),b)) = top(push(x,b)) 
Now these equations essentially involve the extra signature of La,b 
D 
(see the equations with*). In particular is an equation 
pop(push(x,y)) = x 
wrong because then 
·-1.s = pop(push(0,1n>> = ¢. 
Leaving out the* equations from E however, we do not obtain a workable 
specification of the STACK. This is an essential difference between the 
~ d ~STACK 
cases ~D,SETS an ~n,l . 
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In the section on priority rewrite systems we will suggest a solution 
to this problem. 
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CHAPTER IV. TERM REWRITE SYSTEMS 
Let (E,E) be a specification. An important difficulty is to find an 
implementation of TI(E,E). 
In particular one needs a method to decide the word problem: 
for closed terms t1 and t2. 
The paradigm: is as follows: 
Let R(E) 0 be the reduction relation generated by the rewrite set belonging 
to the equations E. 
Assumption: Assume that R(E) 0 is both confluent and terminating. 
Then t1=t2 is decided as follows: apply repeated rewrite steps on t1 and 
t2 until both have reached a normal form (which will happen because R{E) 0 
is terminating). Let t7, t2 be these normal forms. 
If TE I= ti= t2 then TI(E,E) I= t1 = t2, 
otherwise TI(E,E) I= t1 ¥ t2. 
To see this note that if TI(E,E) I= t1=t2 then TI{E,E) I= t1=t2. Thus by 
-confluence, t1 and t2 have a common reduct. As both terms are in normal 
form, they must be identical. 
There is a solid amount of theory about term rewrite systems. For 
more information, see the survey paper HO [80]. 
Exam~les: examples (i) - (v) on equational specifications provide 
confluent and terminating rewrite systems as well. 
Modularisation 
Let us now consider the problem of modular specifications: 
1. Modularity is fundamental for specifications because large equational 
specifications are notoriously hard to read. 
2. Modularity is not a matter of modular notation {using blocks of 
equations etc.), but of true decomI?,?sition into subsystems. 
3. Theoretically minded people study decomposition by developing 
appropriate comEosition princiEl~s. 
4. In our setting the main composition principle is+: 
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(I1,E1), (I2,E2) • (I1,E1) + (I2,E2). 
The theory of parametrized datatypes essentially studies this composition 
principle. (Usually in the context of many more features, and semantically 
based on categories.) 
5. The main point now is to provide specifications that can be used in a 
flexible way as parts of a "sum". 
Exam;gle: Let (ID SETS'E 1) be the specification given on page 17. 
eq' eq S= Moreover let I be: I = D, B D,B D,B 
F= eq: D xD+B 
r-v" T e B 
F € B. 
Also let feq ) Ieq such that Pr (feq) = 
D,B - D,B D,SETS D,B 
(or rather: rq n 'f 
D,B D,SETS 
= ~q) 
D,B" 
Now assume that (feqB 1 E 0 ) is a specification with an initial algebra in D, 
which B = {T,F}, T t F and eq(x,y)=T <-> x=y. 
Also choose (I,E) with 
{IfE) = (~;B,Eo) + (ID,SETS'E1). 
Then TI(I,E) is indeed the algebra of finite subsets of D with insertion 
and is-element-of function. 
Therefore we have that (ID,SETS'E1) is a very useful module for 
specification. 
Remark: As a term rewrite system (ID,SETS'E1) poses nontrivial but 
surmountable difficulties, because of the equation 
ins(x, ins(y,V)) = ins(y, ins(x,V)). 
As a reduction this is a so-called ~ermutative one. Such reductions stand 
in the way of strong normalisation. 
The vroblem: 
Once more consider Ieq. It seems most obvious to look at this D,B 
signature as a parametrized one. In this sense we look at equations E 
such that (r~qB,E) + (f ,E 1 ) D, D 
describes "D + equality function", whenever r is a signature with sort D 
D 
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(and not naming B, T, F, eq). 
Fact: Such E cannot be found. (Not even when one uses auxiliary sorts and 
functions, or even conditional equations.) 
Proof: Otherwise each initial algebra would be decidable! 
A solid proof of this fact requires a very systematic analysis of initial 
algebra semantics in the light of computability theory. In essence this 
work has been. carried out in BK [83]. 
Conclusion: Equational specifications do not support proper modularisation 
(in unexpected cases). 
CHAPTER V. PRIORITY REWRITE SYSTEMS 
In this chapter we will propose a new mechanism for specifying term 
algebras (i.e. congruences) via rewrite sets. 
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It is claimed that this mechanism, called "Priority Rewrite Systems" 
(PRS), by its higher expressive power, supports modularity better than the 
TRS mechanism. 
Because of the always important issue of automatic imFlementation, 
and the prejudice that automatic implementation for algebraic 
specifications is deeply connected with term rewriting, we search for more 
expressive power in such a way that the spirit of term rewriting is 
preserved. 
(We had inspiration from discussions with Jan Heering, Paul Klint and 
Ed Kuypers. They pointed out the inadequacy of TRS theory in several 
exampleso Of course this document does not necessarily reflect their views.) 
§ 1. Definition 
A priority rewrite system is a triple 
(I:, E, P) 
where Eis a signature, Eis a finite set of named equations (rewrite 
rules) over E and Pis a partial ordering on the names of equations in E. 
Before giving a detailed semantics some examples are given. The 
names of rules are indicated thus: 
• • 
name: t(x) = t' (x). 
If no confusion arises names can be omitted. The order between equations 
is indicated by vertical arrows, for instance: 
l r: t1 = t2 u: t3 = t4 v: ts = t6 
w: t7 = ta 
t h: t9 = t10 i: t11 = t12-
This system corresponds to the partial ordering<: r<u<v, h<i. 
, .. 
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The notation 
l 
r: t1 t2 
u: t3 = ti¾ 
v: ts = t5 
means that rand u are incomparable, but both precede v, i.e. r<v and u<v 
but not r<u or u<r. 
We will not display< as a third component of a PRS if no confusion can 
arise. If rule r1 precedes r2 in the partial order P ((r1,r2) € P) we say 
that r1 is of higher &rior~ty than r 2 • 
§2. Examples of notation 
i. E D,B ~-.._,. D 
B 
I=. 
I • eq: D X D • B 
C= T € B 
F 
€ B. 
E l eq(x,x) = T D,B eq (x,y) = F. 
ii. Ef'g: 
u S= u 
F= f: u X u • U 
g: u • u 
r. a 
€ u v• 
b € u 
le u. 
Ef,g: 
u gel, =l 
1 
f cl,x) = 1 
f cx,l) = l 
f(x,a) = a 
iii. Each TRS is a PRS with the empty ordering. 
The intuitive meaning of priority between rules is this: if 
r1: t1 (i) + tl Ci> precedes 
r2 :. t2 (~:) -+ t~(~), 
then we may apply r2 only on a redex if r1 cannot be applied, and 
could never be applied, after other rewrite steps. 
§3. Informal ex~ple 
S: D 
F= swap: D + D 
C= d1 
d2 
swap (d1) = d2 
swap(d2) = d1. 
Note that this is just a TRS. 
Now consider (f B'E B) + (1:°- 1'd2 Ed 1, d2 ) D, D, D I D I 
where the partial ordering on the set of equations is just the union of 
the partial orderings. The result of this union is this PRS: 
swap(di) = d2 
swap(d2) = d1 
I eq(x,x) = T 
'1, eq(x,y) = F. 
We experiment with some reductions (of closed terms): 
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swap(swap(swap(d1))) + swap(swap(d2)) + swap(d1) + d 2 • 
eq(swap(d1),swap(swap(d2))) + eq(d2,swap(d1)) + eq(d2,d2) + T. 
eq(swap(swap(d2)) ,swap(d2)) + eq(swap(di) ,swap(d2)) + eq(d2,swap(d2)) 
* eq(d2,d1) + F. 
* Here the reduction eq(d2,d1) +Fis allowed because the only rule with 
higher priority cannot be applied, which is clear from the fact that d1 
and d2 are in normal form. 
Remarks about the informal example: 
i. (Eo.,B'ED,B) acts as the module which was impossible to describe using 
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a TRS, according to what we said on page 22. 
ii. We consider the PRS (f,E) = (fD,B'ED,B) + (~1,d2 ,E~1,d2) to be the 
result of putting the parameter (E~1,d2,E~1,d2) into a parametrized 
datatype (given by (ED,B'ED,B)). 
As we shall later see formally, (E,E) determines a rewrite set and a 
congruence= on TE. It turns out that Tr/= can also be described without 
priorities by this TRS: 
If we 
one: 
swap(d1) = d2 
swap(d2) = d1 
eq(x,x) = T 
eq(d1,d2) = F 
eq (d2 ,d1) = F. 
are interested in an equational specification only we can use this 
swap(d1) = d2 
swap(swap(x)) = x 
eq(x,x) = T 
eq(swap(x),x) = F. 
(As a TRS this one is useless!) 
iii. Let L5 ' 0 = S: D D 
F: S: D -+ D 
C= o. 
Consider (fD,B'ED,B) + (~10 ,0>. 
This specification describes integers with equality function; again in the 
resulting PRS the arrows can be eliminated (see the example on page 16, 
after renaming N by D). 
§4. Formal semantics of a PRS. 
In the informal explanation on page 25, one observes a circularity. 
We will now introduce a method to deal with semantical problems of this 
type. 
4.1 Definition: let (E,El be a PRS. A labeled rewrite set R,Q, = R,Q,(E,E) is 
a set 0£.triples (r,t1,t2), with 
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-+ -+ 
r: t (x) = t' (x) a rule in E (so 
-+ 
t,t' € TE(X)), and 
. t1 
€ TE an instance of t(x), 
-+ 
t2 
€ TE the corresponding instance of t I (X) I 
(so only outermost rewrites are allowed}. 
4.2 Note: Clearly there is a maximal labeled rewrite set Rt (E,E) for 
- i max 
(E,E), and a minimal one, R . (E,E) = 0. 
i min 
If (E,E) is a TRS t.~en R (E,E} = R(E,E) = R(E), as defined o.n page 15 
· max 
(without the labels, which are not essential anyway in the case of a TRS). 
4.3 Outline of semantics: A semantics for (E,E) is a labeled rewrite set R 
as defined in 4.1. We'll look at the following properties: 
(1) R is sound; 
(2) R is complete; 
(3) R is perfect. 
We are especially interested in cases (E,E) where there is a unisue ~erfect 
rewrite set R for (E,E). 
Recall that R0 is the reduction relation generated by R (this is done for 
a labeled R just as for an unlabeled one). 
4.4 Note: First we are going to define what it means for a rule-application 
to be correct. The definition has to be more complicated than we informally 
stated on page 25, as is illustrated by the following example: 
we consider finite sets of nonnegative integers with insertion and deletion: 
EN,SET = S= N, SET 
F= S: N -+ N 
ins: N X SET -+ SET 
del: N X SET -+ SET 
C= 0 € N 
0 € SET 
EN,SET = r1: ins(x, ins (x,A) ) = ins(x,A) 
r2: ins(x, ins (y,A)) = ins(y, ins (x,A)) 
l r3: del(x, ins (x,A)) = del (x,A) r4: del(x,A) = A. 
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In 6.7 we'll prove that (EN,SET'EN,SET) has a unique perfect rewrite set. 
Intuitively, the application: 
(*) del(O, del(O, ins(O,0))) ~ del(O, ins(O,0)) 
is correct, since del(O, ins(O,0)) -»-0, so O "is not an element of" 
del(O, ins(O,0)). 
However, we can apply r3 to the result of (*), which seems to contradict 
our informal definition of correctness. The solution is, that the 
outermost redex on the lefthand side of (*) is not the same as the 
outermost redex on the righthand side. Therefore, we say that an 
application 
del (x,A) -~ A 
N SET is correct unless there is a y € TE and a B € TE such that x -»-y and 
A -»-ins(y,B). This leads us to the following definition. 
4.5 Definition: Let (E,E) be a PRS and let r1: t1=s1 and r2: t2=s2 be two 
rules in E (so t1,t2,s1,s2 € TE(X)). 
Cr1 ,r2, The matching context of r1 and r2, notation is the lar~est context 
I 
such that both t1 and t2 are substitution instances of it, i.e. 
i. there are~,;€ TE(X) such that cri,rz(~) is t 1 and cri,rz(;) is t 2 ; and 
ii. if C' satisfies property (i), then cri,rz is a substitution instance 
of C'. 
4.6 Example: For (EN,SET'EN,SET), defined in 4.4, we have 
r1,r2( ) . ( • ( )) C x1,x2,A1 = ins x1,1ns x2,A1 ; 
cr 1,r 3 (x1) = cr 1,r4 (x1) = cr2,r 3 (x1) = Cr2,r4 (x1) = x1 (the empty context); 
and cr 3,r4 (x1,A1) = del(x1,A1). 
4.7 Definition: let (r,t,t') € R~ {E,E) and let RC R~ (E,E). 
max - max 
i. We say that (r,t,t') is incorrect with res~ect to R if 
there is a rule r 1 with higher priority than r, and 
there are t1,tl,u1, ••• ,u ,v1, ••• ,v € TE such that 
r r -+ n Q r -+ 
1. tis C' 1 (u) and t 1 is C' 1 (v); 
Ro 
2. u. ~ v. for each i € { 1 , ••• , n} ; 
1 1 
3. (r1,t1,tl) € R. 
ii. 
n-- .. ,.R, . (rt t, t I) is incorrect if it is incorrect W .r .t. R 1 o::,E);- 0 • ; • 
· max ....... 
iii. (r,t,t') is correct (w.r.t. R) if it is not incorrect (w.r.t. R). 
- . ~ ' " :_ ·, ' 
4.8 Definition: Let R be a labeled r:e.:w,r,it,e set, ,Jo:i;: •a :PRS ,(i::,.,E). cc· 
i. R is sound if each (r,t,t') € R is correct w.r.t. ~;, .:. ·:;: '·· 
·. '-~.' 
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'. ( 
ii. the closure of R, notation R, is the set of all rewrites.:corr~t:t w~r.t. 
R; 
iii. R is com~lete if R ::> R; 
iv. R is rerfect if R is sound and complete. q I 
R is sound iff RC R 
R is P9tµfl,rt~,.f;ff R ·f ~ 
R is perfect iff R = R 
· V .' 1.: · 
4.9 Remark: In case (i::,E) is a TRS, R(E) is perfect and this p~rfect 
('.' .. , 
§5. Theoretical matters 
,' ' : ) . : \ ~ ·:5 ·: :::. . f'i r Ji · 
First o:f alt we note that f<:>r t~~ven PRS (l:;,E) ,r t~s a 
rewrite set and R (i::,E) i~ co~pl~te~- It is the existence.and 
max .. :1 · ... 
sound 
uniquen~ss 
~ ). • , I • 
of perfect rewrite sets that poses problems. With respect to 
- , ~ • - ' • • • \ , ; j : ' \ • . • • ' • ~ • 1 .. -- ( '·., 
implementations confluence and termination of R0 are quite impdrtant (but 
not investigated here) •. 
5.1 Lemma: Let R, P be rewrite sets for (i::,E) then: 
- -i. R .£ P => R 2 P; 
ii. R ~ P and P perfect => R complete; 
iii. R .£ P and P perfect ~> R sound. 
~ . . ., r ~- · .. _ 
Proof: i. follows inunediately from the definition of R; 
ii. suppose R 2 P then by (i) R .£ P = P, thus R ::> R; 
iii. if Rf P then R2 P = P, whence Rf R. 
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=-n+l -n 5.2 Notation: R = R; R = R. 
Q, Now suppose that R = R (L,E) and that Pis some perfect rewrite 
max 
set. Then we find the following picture: 
R = Ro :, R2 :) i4 '.J 
UI UI UI 
p = p = p = 
UI UI UI 
R1 C R3 C R5 £ .•. 
Moreover ~ R2n is a complete rewrite set (by lemma 5.1.ii) and U R2n+l 
n=O n=O 
is sound (by 5.1.iii). 
5.3 Lemma: If for some n 
unique perfect rewrite set for (E,E). 
Proof: immediate. 
Q, n+1 
= R (L,E) , then there is a 
max 
5.4 Let us now consider the special case that the TRS, obtained by omitting 
the partial order, is strongly normalising (this occurs in several of the 
examples later on). 
5.5 Lemma: Let (L,E) be a PRS. Assume that RQ, (L,E) 0 is strongly 
max 
normalising, and that Risa unique perfect rewrite set for (L,E). 
Then R is decidable. 
Proof: Let <t : n < w> be an effective enumeration of the closed terms 
n 
over L (this is possible, since Lis given effectively). Any rewrite set 
for (L,E) can be represented by a subset S of w x k x w, where k is the 
number of rules in E. 
A close inspection of the definition of soundness yields that soundness 
is a IT~-property of s. Completeness is a rrg-property in general, but since 
RQ, (L,E) 0 is strongly normalising, it is a TTY-property. 
max 
Now we consider the definability of R. 
We have (ri: tj + t 2) ER <=> 
Vs Cw x k x w [(j,i,Q,) ES V (Snot sound) V (Snot complete)]. 
The part between the square brackets is LY, so by Konig's lemma, R is L~ 
" 
as well. Similarly (r.: t. • t 0 ) ~ R <=> 
. . l. J Jv 
Vs Cw x k x w [(j,i,SI,) ~ S V (Snot sound) V (Snot complete)], 
which gives that the complement of R is also E1, from which it follows 
that R is decidable. 
5.6 Definition: We call a PRS (L,E) ambiguous if there are two rewrites 
(r1,t,t1), (r2,t,t2) E RSI, (L,E) such that r1 and r2 are incomparable 
max 
(i.e. r1 :/-r2 , rdr2 and r21r 1). 
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5.7 Theorem: Suppose (E,E) is an unambiguous PRS and RSI, (E,E) is lenghth-
max 
decreasing. Then there is at most one perfect rewrite set for (E,E). 
Proof: Suppose R1 and R2 are two dafferent perfect rewrite sets for (L,E). 
Choose (r: s • t) e (R1-R2) U (R2-R1) such thats is of minimal lenghth. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that (r: s • t) e R1-R2. 
Since (r: s • t) -~ R2, and R2 is complete, it is incorrect with respect 
to R2, so there is a rule r'<r and reductions 
s ..E.!.+t l ~ ••• -.Ei:l.+t in R2 o 
n 
(where each reduction does not change the matching context of rand r'), 
r' 
and a reduction t --+t 1 in R2 (so outermost). n n+ 
Because R1 is sound, not all these reductionsteps can be in R1°, so at 
least one step is in R2°-R1°. However, every reduction is lenghth-
decreasing, and the lenghth of s was chosen to be minimal, so we must have 
(s..El..+t1) e R2-R1. Then, since (L,E) is unambiguous, we must have that 
r1 and rare comparable. 
If r=r1, we get an immediate contradiction; if r<r 1, we get that R2 is not 
sound, and if r1<r, we get that R1 is not sound. 
Therefore, we have a contradiction, and the proof is finished. 
§6. Exampl~s 
6.1 Take L = S: V 
F= 
C: a, b 
and r1: a= b 
r2: b = a. 
Claim: (L,E) has no perfect rewrite set. 
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Proof: The only complete rewrite set is { (r 11 a,b), (r2,b,a)}, but that one 
is not sound. 
602 Take E = S= V and E = t r1: a= d F= r2: C = b 
C= a, b, c, d t r3: b = d r4: C = a. 
Then (E,E) has two different perfect rewrite sets R1 and R2 : 
R1 = { (r1 ,a,d), (r2, c,b), (r3 ,b,d)} and 
R2 = { (r1,a,d), (r3,b,d), (r4,c,a)}. 
6.3 In this and the following examples we will show the existence of a 
unique perfect rewrite set. 
Let the specification NAT be given by: 
~ __ ~S,P,+ ( ) ~ ~N see Chapter I and E: r1: p (0) = 0 
r2: P(S(x)) = X 
t r3: X + 0 = X r4: X + y = S(x + P(y)). 
Theorem: (E,E) has a unique perfect rewrite set, which is confluent. 
Proof: Define the algebra N = (CN), (Ax.x+l, Ax.x~l, Axy.x+y), (0)) as 
usual, and an interpretation¢: TE • Nin the natural way. 
We define a rewrite set P by: 
P = {all instances of r1, r2, r3} V 
{ r4 } V t1+t2--'-• S(t1+P(t2)) : t1,t2 € TE, ¢(t2) f 0. 
We prove that Pis perfect by first proving two lemmas. 
soundness lemma: reductions in P preserve¢, i.e. 
if t1~t2, then ¢(t1) = ¢(t2). 
proof: just check that each reduction-step is correct: 
r1: ¢(P(0)) = 0 ~ 1 = 0 = ¢(0); 
r2: ¢(P(S(x))) = ¢(S(x)) ~ 1 = (¢(x) + 1) ~ 1 = ¢(x); 
r3: ¢(x + 0) = ¢(x) + ¢(0) = ¢(x) + 0 = ¢(x); 
r4: if ¢(y) f 0, then ¢(x + y) = ¢(x) + ¢(y) = ¢(x) + ((¢(y) ~ 1) + 1) = 
= ¢(x) + ¢(P(y)) + 1 = ¢(x + P(y)) + 1 = ¢(S(x + P(y))). 
definition: for n €N we define Sn(O) € TE by induction: 
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o • n+l . n S (0) is 0 and S (0) is S(S (0)). 
. . Po n 
completeness lemma: for all t € TL there is an n € N such that t--»- S (0). 
proof: we first show bi 
Sm(O) + Sn(O) p 
m o 
- If n=0, S (0) + S (0) 
induction on n, that if m,n €N, then 
sm+n(O). 
= Sm(O) + o..El.+ Sm(O) = sm+O(O) 
(Note: here= stands for identity between terms). 
- If it is true for n, then ¢(Sn+l(O}} = n+l t 0, so 
(Sm(O) + sn+l(o).-E!±.+ S(Sm(O) + P(Sn+l(O})) = S(Sm(O) + P(S(Sn(0))))-2::1.+ 
0 . 
S(Sm(O) + Sn(O))~S(Sm+n(O)) ~ Sm+n+l(O)) € Po. 
Now we prove the lemma by induction on t: 
a) t = 0. immediate. 
b) t = p (t I) • By induction 
0 
hypothesis, there is n € N with t' ~Sn(O). 
case 1: n=0. Then Sn (0) Po r = 0, so (t = P(t')-P(O)....!:..l..+ 0 = s 0 (0)) € Po. 
0 
P (t' )~ P (Sn (0)) = P (S (Sn-l (0))) .2::Z.+sn-l (0)) case 2: n>o. Then (t = 
€ Po. 
c) t = S(t'). immediate. 
d) t = t' + t". By induction hypothesis, there are m,n €JN with 
Po m 
t' ---+l- s {0) and Po Po Po t"-sn(O). Then t = t' + t"-sm(O) + Sn(O)-
m+n S (0) by the above. 
Claim 1: Pis perfect. 
Proof: Let t1,t2 €TL.Then (t1+ t2~ S{t1+ P(t2))) € P <=> ¢(t2) t 0 
Po n Po 
<=> there is n>0 with t 2-----»-S (0) <=> not(t2-o) <=> 
r1i the reduction (t1+ t2---'->- S(t1+ P(t2))) is correct w.r.t. P. 
Claim 2: Pis unique. 
Proof: Suppose P't Pis also perfect. Take (t.L+ t') € (P'-P) U (P-P') 
such that the lenghth of t is minimal. Then we must have r=r1i, and there 
€ TL with t Then (t ..E.+ t I) ~ P' <=> 
P' o 
<=> are t1 ,t2 = t1+ t2. t2-#0 
pO 
<=> ¢ (t2) <=> (t 2:..t t') ~ t2-o = 0 P, contradiction. 
Claim 3: Pis confluent. 
n Proof: each term has a normal form S (0) by the completeness lemma. 
6.4 In this and the following examples we'll look at a PRS that can be 
used as a module. 
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Let the module STACK be given by: 
t ~-ST ". D, ST 
F= pop: ST • ST 
top: ST • D 
push: ST X D • ST 
C: In€ D 
0, ls€ ST, 
E : r1: push (j-S,y) = ls l rs: pop(ls> = ls ST r2: push(x,lo> = ls rG: pop (push (x, y)) = X 
r3: pop(¢) = ls 1 r7: top(ls> = lo ri.: top(¢) = lo rs: top(push(x,y)) = y. 
Note that 
JI, 
Rmax o::ST 1 EST) is lenghth-decreasing and unambiguous. 
This is only a module, and does not give interesting reductions 
datum is½' the only stacks are ls and 0). 
Therefore, we consider·a specification (I1,E1) with p-I-(£1) = 
ST 
I 1 = D, S: D 
F= 
C= l.n· 
(Think e.g. of I1 
(the only 
I l' where D, 
Definition: a specification (I1,E1) with I l C I1 and rewrite set P1 has p o D, -
property (*) if x =p 1 ½ => x ~ ½· 
Note: if P1 is confluent and½ is in normal form, then P 1 has property (*). 
Theorem: Put (I,E) = (IST'EST) + (I1,E1). 
i. If (I1,E1) has a unique perfect rewrite set P1 with property (*), 
then (I,E) has a unique perfect rewrite set P. 
ii. If moreover P1 is confluent, then Pis confluent. 
Proof: i) The term algebra for (I 1 ,Ei} has as elements equivalenceclasses 
[x] (under P 1) for x € TI
1
• An algebra for (I;E) will have finite sequences 
of these as elements, so it will consist of: 
a) {[x] : x € TI
1
}; 
b) elements 0, ls (here 0 is the empty sequence); 
c) {<[x1 ], ••• ,[x ]>: for i<n we have x. € T~, and x. 1P I }. 
n J. L.1 J. l ..J.o 
Now we define an interpretation¢ from TI to this algebra by induction on 
terms: 
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~) ¢(x) = [x] if x € TL
1
, 
b) ¢ (-4,) = -4,, 
c) ¢(0) = 0, 
d) ¢(push(x,y)) 
- ( -4, 
l <¢ (y) > ..... ¢ <x> 
if ¢(y)=[lo] or <p(x)=-4,, 
otherwise, 
(here" is concatenation of sequences), 
e) ¢(pop(y)) = if <p(y) € {-4,,0}, 
otherwise, 
f) <p(top(y)) = if ~(y) € {-4,,0}, 
otherwise, 
ST Note that this is well-defined, and if x €TL, then <p(x) is a finite 
sequence or <p(x) € {-4,,0}. 
Now define P = {all instances of E1° and rules r1-rs,r1 of EST} U 
{ r 6 ST D I I} U pop(push(x,y))---"'-+ x x € T1., y € TL, ¢(y)f[..Lo], ¢(x)f..Ls U 
{ ra ST D I I} U top(push(x,y))---"'-+ x x €TL, y € TL, ¢(y)f[..Lo], ¢(x)f..Ls. 
We will prove that Pis the unique perfect rewrite set of (L,E). 
soundness lemma: reductions in P preserve¢. 
proof: as before, just check that each rule-application is correct. 
For example, if ¢(x)f[lu] and ¢(y)f-4,, then <p(push(x,y)) = <¢(y)>~¢(x) ~ 
{-4,,0}, so ¢(pop(push(x,y))) = tail(¢(push(x,y))·= tai1(<¢(y)>"¢(x)) = ¢(x). 
TD € ST completeness lemma: for all x € Li and y TL : 
Po 
i. if <p(y)=-4,, then y ~ -4,; 
ii. if ¢(y)=0, then y~0; 
I D ST I iii. if ¢(y) ~ {--:1£,0}, there are v € TL 1 and w € TL such that v ~ [..Lo], 
I Po ¢ (w) f ...J..S and y---"--»- push (w, v) ; 
Po 
iv. if ¢(top(y)) = [x], then there is av€ [x] such that top(y)-v 
(so v E Tt). 
proof: First we define the lenghth of a term t, l(t), by induction on t: 
a) if t € TL
1
, l(t)=1; 
b) if tis -4, or 0, l(t)=1; 
c) l(push(t1,t2)) = l(t1) + l(t2) + 1; 
d) l(pop(t1)) = l(t1) + 1; 
" 
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e) 1 ( top ( t 1 ) ) = 1 (ti) + 1. 
With this definition, Rt (L,E) becomes lenghth-decreasing. 
max 
We prove the lemma by simultaneous induction on l(y). 
a) y is ls• Then ¢(y)=ls, so (i), (ii), (iii) are immediate. 
(iv) (top(ls>~ .l.n> € P, and ¢(top(ls>> = [.lnl-
b) y is 0. Then ¢(y)=0, so (i), (ii), (iii) are immediate. 
(iv) (top (0)~ .in> € P, and ¢ (top (0)) = [.ln]. 
c) y is push(a,b) with a€ T~T, b € T~, and suppose the lemma holds for a. 
l D D 
case 1: ¢(b)=[__4)]. If b € TL-TL 1 , b will contain a subterm of the form 
top(z), with z € T~T- However, l(z) < l(y), so the induction hypothesis 
D 
allows us to reduce top(z) to a term in TL
1
• By repeating this procedure, 
b reduces to a term b' € T~
1
• 
Then [b'] = ¢(b') = ¢(b) = [.ln], so, since P1 has property (*), 
Po 
b'~ ln• 
¢(y) = ¢(push(a,b)) = ls, since ¢(b) = [.ln], so (i) applies and 
Po Po r 
(push(a,b)-push(a,b')~ push(a,.ln>~ J..s> € P 0 • 
(ii) and (iii) don't apply and 
pO r 
(iv) (top(push(a,b))~top(ls>--;+ .4)) € P 0 • 
case 2: ¢(a)=ls· By induction,~~ ls, and ¢(y) = ¢(push(a,b)) = ls, 
so (i) applies and (push(a,b) ~push(ls,b).2:..1.+ ls> € Po. 
(ii) and (iii) don't apply and 
Po r (iv) (top (push (a,b)) ~ top <ls>--4 .in> € po. 
case 3: otherwise. Then ¢(y) ~ {ls,0}, so (i) and (ii) don't'apply. 
D (iii) As in case 1 we can reduce b to a term b' € TL
1
• 
Then [b'] = ¢(b') = ¢(b) f Ll-o], so we are done. 
(iv) (top(push(a,b))....E..14 b) € P, and again reduce b to ab' € T~
1
• 
d) y is pop(a), with a€ T~T, and suppose the lennna holds for a. 
L, 0 . 
case 1: ¢(a)=.b· By induction hypothesis a~ls• Also ¢(y) = ls· 
(i) (pop(a) ~pop(ls)~ ls> € pO. 
(ii) and (iii) don't apply and 
Po r 
Po• (iv) (top (pop (a))-----++- top <ls>~ .4)) € 
pO 
case 2: ¢(a)=0. By induction hypothesis a~0. 
Po r 
(i) (pop(a)-pop(0)-4 ls> € P 0 • 
(ii) and (iii) don't apply and 
Also ¢(y) 
= ls· 
0 
(iv) (top (pop (a) ~ top ( I )--.£2..+ I ) E Po. 
. ..Ls -'-D 
case 3: Otherwise. By induction hypothesis, there are v ET~ and 
ST po •1 
w E TL_ such that v ~ [lo], q>(w) :/, -4, and a-push(w,v). 
Po 
case 3.1: q>(w)=flJ. Since l(w) < l(a) < l(y), w-fll by induction 
hypothesis. Then q>(y) = q>(pop(push(w,v)) = tail(push(w,v)) = 
tail(<<j>(v)>~<j>(w)) = q>(w) = fll, so (ii) applies and 
Po r Po (pop(a)--++pop(push(w,v))---2-+ w-fll) E P 0 • 
(i) and (iii) don't apply and 
. Po r 
(iv) (top(pop(a))-»-top(fi'J)~ lo> E P 0 • 
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case 3.2: Otherwise. Note that then </>(w) ~ {-4,,fll}, since </>(w)=ls gives 
<j>(a)=-4,• Again q>(y) = <j>(w), so (iii) applies and as in case 3.1 we have 
Po 
y _. w, and use the induction hypothesis on w. 
(i) and (ii) don't apply and 
Po (iv) top(y)-top(w), again use the induction hypothesis on w. 
Now we can finish the proof of (i) with three claims. 
Claim 1: Pis sound. 
Proof: Suppose not, so (t-2:.+ t') E P, but is incorrect w.r.t. P. 
S'T' D 
a) r=r 6 • Then there are x E TL- and y E TL such that tis pop(push(x,y)) 
P 0 r r 
and push(x,y)-»- ls (for C 5 ' 6 = pop( ) ) • 
Since (t~ t') E P, we must have <j>(y)f,[.io] and <j>(x):/,ls, but on the other 
hand </>(push(x,y)) = <P<ls> = ls by the soundness lemma, so by definition of 
<P we have <j>(y)=[.io] or <j>(x)=ls· Contradiction. 
b) Similar to (a). 
Claim 2: Pis complete. 
r Proof: Suppose not, so (t---+- t') ~ P, but is correct w • .r.t. P. 
S'T' D 
a) r=rG. Take x E TL- and y E TL such that tis pop(push(x,y)). 
Since (t !:4t 1 ) ~ P, we must have <j>(y)=[lo] or <j>(x>=ls• 
If <j>(y)=[J-o], we can reduce y to a y' ET~ by the completeness lemma (iv), 
p O 1 
and then y' ~ ½' since P1 has property (*). Then 
p 0 r r ((push(x,y)-push(x,.ln)---Z.+ ls> E P 0 , so (t---2-+ t') is incorrect w.r.t. 
P, contradiction. 
pO 
If <P (x) =ls, we have x - ls by t...11.e completeness lemma ( i) , so 
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po · r r 
.(push(x,y)-push(-4;,Y)~ ls> € P 0 , and again (t--2-+ t') is incorrect 
w.r.t. P, contradiction. 
b) r=ra. Similar to (a). 
Claim 3: Pis unique. 
Proof: By 5.7. 
ii) For each element of the algebra we define a set of standard 
representatives, SR~ TE, as follows: 
if X € TEi' SR([x]) 
SR(0) = {0}; SR(-4;) 
= {y € TE1 : y € [x]}; 
= {-4,}; 
if x 1, .•• ,xn € T~ 1, 
SR(<[x1], ••• ,[xn]>) 
with xi i Un] (for i € { 1, .•. ,n}), then 
= {push(push( ••• (push(0,y1),y2), ••• ,yn) : Yi€ [xi]}. 
pO 
Claim: if t € TE, then there is a term t' € SR(cp(t)) such that t-t•. 
Proof: Follows immediately, using the completeness lemma (use induction 
for (iii)). 
Corollary: if P1 is confluent, then Pis confluent. 
induction that cp(t)=cp(t'). 
Proof: Suppose t =pot', (t,t' €TE). 
From the soundness lemma it follows by 
Po 
Take t1,t2 € SR(cp(t)) such that t-t1, 
pO 
t'-tz. 
Then t 1 and t 2 only differ in a number of subterms from TE
1
• But these 
subterms must be pairwise congruent w.r.t. P1, so have common reducts by 
assumption. Then t1 and t 2 also have a common reduct, sot and t' do. 
6.5 A perfect rewrite set for the remaining examples is found in a similar 
way. Also the proofs are similar. 
Let the module QUEUE be given by: 
E • Q" S= D, Q 
F= qout: Q+Q 
out: Q -+ D 
qin: D X Q +Q 
r. 
•v• 1n € D 
,. 0, lo € Q. 
~ 
_EQ: r1: qin(x,½) =½ l 
rs: qout(½) =½ 
r2: qin(.I.n,y) =½ r6: qout(qin(x,~))= ¢ 
r3: qout(¢) =½ r7: qout (qin (x,y)) = qin (x, qout (y) ) 
r4: out(¢) = 1n ra: out(½) = 1n 
r9: out(qin(x,¢)) = X 
\// r). 0: out(qin(x,y)) = out(y) 
Let (E1,E1) be a specification with Pr<E1) = L l' and define 
Q D, 
(L,E) = (E1,E.i) + (LQ,EQ). 
Theorem: (i)If (E1,E1) has a unique perfect rewrite set P1 with property 
(*), then (L,E) has a unique perfect rewrite set P. 
(ii) If moreover P1 is confluent, then Pis confluent. 
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Proof: As this proof is so similar to the proof of 6.4, we'll just'indicate 
the differences. The algebra is the same (just replace 1,s by½). 
Define <P by: (a) </>(x) = [x] if X € TL1; 
b) ¢(½) = ½; (c) <P (0) = fl!; 
d) $(qin(x,y)) ~ l ½ if <j)(x) = Ll0 ] or <j)(y) = ½; 
. <P (y)"'<<P (x) > otherwise; 
e) ¢ (qout (y) ) = f ~il ($ (y)) if <j)(y) € {½,fl!}; otherwise; 
f) <P (out (y) ) = l [1-n] if <j)(y) € {½,fl!}; 
first(<j)(y)) otherwise; 
Define P by: 
P = {all instances of P1 and rules r1-rs and ra of EQ} U 
U {qout(qin(x,0))~ ¢: x € T~, <j)(x) # [.l.n]} U 
U {qout(qin(x,y))~ qin(x,qout(y)) x € TE, y € T~, ¢(x) # Ll,nl, 
<j)(y) ~ {½,fl!}} U {out(qin(x,0))...E..2..+ x x € TE' <j)(x) # [l,n]} U 
U {out(qin(x,y)) ~ out(y) : x € T~, y € T~, <j)(x) ¥ [.l.n], </)(y) ~ {½,fl!}}. 
Pis the unique perfect rewrite set of (L,E). 
Again we have the 
soundness lemma: reductions in P 0 preserve¢; and the 
comEleteness lemma: for all x € T~ and y € T~: 
pO 1 
i) if <P (y) = ½' then y ~ ~; 
ii) if ¢(y) = ¢, then y~¢; 
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iii) if ¢(y) ~ {I ,0}, there are v 
-t;Q 
¢(w) I-½ and y~qin(v,w). € T~ 1 and w € T~ such that v ~ [lo], 
iv) if ¢(out(y)) = [x], then there is 
D 
pO 
a v € [x] such that out(y) -v 
{so v € TE
1
). 
Also like in 604, we use these lemma's to show that Pis the unique perfect 
rewrite set for (E,E). 
ii) We define SR on the algebra: 
SR([x]) = {y € TE
1 
: y € [x]} if x € TE
1
; 
SR(0) ={0},SR(½) ={½}; 
SR(<[x1], ••• ,[x ]>) = {qin(y ,qin(y 1 , ••• ,qin(y1 ,0)) ••• )) n n n-
if x. € T~, x. ~ [I ] (i € {1, ••• ,n}). 
1. l..i 1. ..Lo 
Then, we show as before: 
pO 
If t € TE, then there is a t' € SR{¢(t)) with t~t•. 
If P 1 is confluent, then Pis confluento 
6.6 Let the module TREE be given by: 
E : S: D, TR TR F: <,>:TR X TR • TR 
ETR: 
tr: D • TR 
data: TR • D 
R, L: TR • TR 
C: lo€ D 
.Lr€ TR 
r1: <x,.Lr> = 1r 
r2: <.Lr,x> = 1r 
r3: tr<.J.o> =.Lr 
r4: data<.Lr> = lo 
rs: data(<x,y>) = lo 
r6: data (tr (x)) = X 
t 
I 
t 
r7: L(tr(x)) = 
.Lr 
re: R(tr(x)) = 
.Lr 
rg: L <.Lr) = .Lr 
r1O: L (<x,y>) = X 
r11: R <.Lr) = lr 
r12: R(<x,y>) = y. 
y. € [x.]} 
1. 1. 
Let (E 1 ,Ei) be such that P[-(Ei) = E0 ,1 and put (E,E)" = (E1,Ei}+(ETR'ETR). TR 
Theorem: if (E1,E1) has a unique perfect rewrite set P1 with property (*), 
then (E,E) has a unique perfect rewrite set P. 
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If moreover P1 is confluent, then Pis confluent • 
. Proof: The initial algebra consists of equivalenceclasses of P 1, an element 
1r, and finite binary trees with labels from {[x] : x e T~
1
, x ~ [lo]}. 
Define¢ by: (a) ¢(x) = [x] if x e TE
1
; 
b) ¢ <lr,> = lr,; 
c) ¢ (<x,y>) = ) 1r, if ¢ (x) = 1r, or ¢ (y) = l.c,; 
l the tree with left part ¢(x) and right part ¢(y) 
otherwise; 
d) ¢(data(x)) = r [lo] 
l [d] 
if ¢(x)=lr, or ¢(x) has more than one node; 
if ¢(x) has one node, labeled [d]; 
e) ¢(tr(d}) = i :e tree with one ·node, labeled ¢ (d} if ¢(d)=[lo]; otherwise; · 
f) ¢ (L (x}) = 
{:e left part of $(xi if ¢(x)=lr, or ¢(x) has one node; otherwise; 
g) ¢(R(x)) = 
t:e right part of $(xi 
if ¢(x)=lr, or ¢(x) has one node; 
otherwise. 
Define P by: 
P = {all instances of 
U {L (<x,y>) .El..2.+ X 
P1 and rules r1-r9 and r11} U 
U {R(<x,y>) 2:..1:L+ y 
¢(x) / lr,, ¢(y) / lr,, x,y e Tf:} U 
¢(x) # lr,, ¢(y) I lr,, x,y e TL}. 
soundness lemma: reductions in P 0 preserve¢. 
comvleteness lemma: for all X € 
0 
i) if ¢ (x) = .Lr, then x ~ lr,; 
TR D 
TE and d € TE 1 : 
ii) if ¢(x) has one node, labeled [d], then there is a d 1 e [d] such that pO 
x -tr(d1); 
iii) 
¢(y) 
if ¢(x) has more than one node, there are y,z e T;R such that 
pO 
# lr,, ¢ (z) / 1r, and x--» <y, z>; 
pO 
iv) if ¢(data(x)) = [d], then there is a d 1 e [d] such that data(x)~d1• 
As a result of these lemma's, we can prove that Pis the unique perfect 
rewrite set for (E,E). 
Next we define SR: 
SR([x]) = {y € TE
1 
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D if a is the tree with single node [x] (x e T~ ), then 
L, l 
SR(a) = { tr (y) : y e [x]}; and 
if a is a tree with more than one node, with left part b en right part c, 
then SR(a) = {<x,y>: x E SR(b), y E SR(c)}. 
Then we can prove the following statements: 
Po 
If t E TE' then there is a t' E SR(</) (t)) with t- t' 
If P1 is confluent, then Pis confluent. 
6.7 Let the module SET be given by: 
ESET: S: D, SET 
F: ins: D x SET+ SET 
del: D x SET + SET 
C: 0 E SET 
ESET: r1: ins(x, ins(x,y)) = ins(x,y) 
r2: ins(x, ins(v,y)) = ins(v, ins(x,y)) 
l r3: de1-(x, ins(x,y)) = del (x,y) r4: del (x,y) = y. 
Let (E1,E1) be a specification with Pr-(E1) = ED (as defined on page 8) 
SET 
and put (E,E) = (E1,E1) + (ESET'ESET). 
(An example is (EN,SET'EN,SET), see page 27.) 
This example is different from the previous ones in that we need 
confluency of P1 to get a unique perfect rewrite set. This is because rule 
r3 requires us to recognise when two elements of Dare equal. 
Theorem: If (E1,E1) has a unique perfect rewrite set P1 which is confluent, 
then (E,E) has a unique perfect rewrite set P which is confluent. 
Proof: The initial algebra consists of: 
D 
a) {[x] : x e TE
1
}; (b) all finite subsets of {[x] : x e TE
1
}. 
Define <P by: (a) ¢(x) = (x] if x e T1.; (b) ¢(0) = 0; 
0 1 D SET 
c) </)(ins(x,y)) = </)(y) U {[x]} (x € T1. =TE, ye TE ); 
D 1 SET d) </)(del(x,y)) = </)(y) {[x]} (x E TE, y € TE ). 
Then define P = {all instances of P 1 and rules r1-r3 of ESET} U 
U {del(x,y)...E.!!.+ y x ET~, y E T~ET, [x] ~ </)(y)}. 
soundness lemma: reductions in P 0 preserve¢. 
D SET 
completeness lemma: for all x € TL and y € TL : 
D SET if [x] € ¢(y}, there are 
p 0 
x -1......++ v, [ x] ~ ¢ (w) and 
v € TL and w € TL such that 
Po 
y --i-•- ins (v,w}. 
We can again show that Pis perfect and unique. 
Then define SR by: 
SR([x]) = {y € TL
1 
SR(0} = {0}; 
SR({[x1], ••• ,[xn]}) = {ins(y0 (l}'ins(y0 ( 2}, ••• ,ins(y0 (n}'0}) ••• ) 
a is a permutation on n, y, € [x.]}, 
D i i 
if x. € T~ (i € {1, ••• ,n}) and the [x.] are distinct. 
i ~ i 
This definition enables us to show: 
If t 
€ TL, then is a t' € SR(¢(t}) 
pO 
there such that t-t• . 
Pis confluent. (Note that all elements of SR(x} can be reduced 
other by using P 0 and r2.} 
to each 
6.8 Our final example is a version of Backus• Functional Programming 
(B [78]}. 
Let the specification FP be given by: 
LFP: ~-'-'. N, s, D, F 
F= i: N • D 
j: s • D 
Ap: F X D • D 
*: D X s • s 
~: F X F • F 
-t: D X D X D • D 
•: F X F X F • F 
S: N • N 
. : D • F 
0: F X F • F 
C= 0 EN T, F € D 
0, i e s id, 1, tl, eq, apndl, +, • I p € F 
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Notes: 1. Some abbreviations we'll use to improve legibility are: 
. . 
f(x) for Ap(f,x); <x,y> for j(x*(y*.0)), and 1 for j(ls>-
2. Think of Das NUS U {T,F}, so think of i and j as injections. 
3. EFP gives reduction relations only on T~. 
EFP: r l : 1 * s = ls 
r2: X *ls= ls 
I r3: apndl(<x,j(y)>) = j(x * y) 
t r 4 : apndl(x) = 1 
r 5 : f 0 g(x) = apndl(<f(x),g(x)>) 
r 6 : f • g; h(x) = f(x)f- g(x); h(x) re: 
Ty 
F-y 
x; y = X 
x; y = y 
r,, 
r9: z-y x; y=l 
l r14: r1s= r1s= 
r20: 
r21: 
;;<1> = 1 
x(y) = X 
1Cl> = 1 
1 (j (x * s)) 
1 (x) = 1 
eq<l> =1 
eq (<x,x>) = 
r12: id{x) = x r1 3: f o g (x) 
l r17: tl<l> = 1 = x r1a: tl(j(x * s)) = r19: tl(x) = 1 
+(<i(x),i(O)>) 
j (s) 
= i (x) 
T 
lr24: 
r2s: +(<i(x),i(S(O))>) = i (S (x)) 
= f(g(x)) 
r22: eq(<x,y>) = F r2s: + (<i (x) ,i (S (y)) >) = +(<+(<i(x) ,i(y)>), 
r23: eq(x) =l 
r27: + (x) =l 
11 
•(<i(x),i(O)>) = i(O) 
:::: • (<i(x) ,i(S(y) )>) = +(<• (<i(x) ,i(y)>) ,i(x)>) 
r 3 o: • (x) = 1 
ll
r31: p(i(O)) = i(O) 
r32: p(i(S(x))) = i(x) 
r3 3: P (x) = 1 
i(S(O))>) 
Theorem: (IFP'EFP) has a unique perfect rewrite set P, which is confluent. 
Proof: is not hard, but tedious. 
Define the initial algebra ~by: 
a) (CN),(+, •, sue, !.1), (0)) ft; 
b) {1, ~, T, F} f 'f:'; and 
_c> t 1, ••• ,tn e't'-{l} => <t1, ••• ,tn> er. 
Define an interpretation ¢: T~ -+ "F" by induction: 
a) </l(i(O}) = 0, </l(T} = T, </l(F} = F, <f,(j(0)) = 0, 
D · S b) if x € TE ands€ TE, then 
<P (j (x * s)) = r 1 if </l(x)=l or </l(j(s))=l; 
l <¢ (x) >""¢ (j (s}) otherwise (here~ is concatenation); 
D 
c) if x,y,z € TE' then 
</l(x yy; z) = f <f,(y} if </l(x) = T; 
l
<P(z} if <f,(x) = F; 
otherwise; 
d) if n € T~, then </l(i(S(n))) = suc(</l(i(n})); 
e) if x € TE' then we define </l(Ap(f,x)) by induction 
el) </l(id(x}) = </l(x}; 
e2) <f,(apndl(x)) = <first(</l(x)>~second(</l(x)) 
F 
on f € TE: 
if <f,(x} is a pair 
with second(<f,(x)) a sequence and 
first(</l(x)) f, 1; 
1 otherwise; 
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(Note: x €t' is a sequence if x=0 or xis obtained by (c) in the definition 
of r.> 
e3) <f,(l(x)) 
- { lirst(4 Ix)) 
e4) 4(tl(x)) - l~il(4(x)) 
e5) <f,(eq(x)) = T 
F 
1 
if </l(x) is a nonempty sequence; 
otherwise; 
if </l(x) is a non~mpty sequence; 
otherwise; 
if <f,(x) is a pair with first(<f,(x)} = 
= second(</)(x)); 
if <f,(x) is a pair with first(<f,(x)} f, 
f, second(¢ (x)) ; 
otherwise; 
e6) <f,(+(x)) = [ifirst(<f,(x)} + second(</l(x)) if <f,(x) is a pair from:N; 
otherwise; 
e7) ~~•(x)) = \lfirst{<f,(x)} • second{<f,{x)) if <f,(x) is a pair from:N; 
( otherwise; 
e8) <P (p{x)) = }l<P (x) !. 1 if <P (x) € :N.; 
l otherwise; 
e9) ~(f@ g(x)) = <f,(apndl(<f(x},g(x}>); 
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elO) 
el 1) 
¢(f • g; h(x)) = ¢(f(x) F g(x); 
$ (y (x) ) ~. f: (y) 
e12) ¢(f o g(x)) = ¢(f(g(x))). 
h (x) ) ; 
if ¢ cx)f 1; 
otherwise; 
Then define P = {all instances of r1-r3, rs-rs, r10, r12-r14, r17, r20, 
r24, r2s, r2a, r29, r31, r32} U {apndl(xj 2±+ 1: ¢(x) is not a pair or 
second«¢(x)) is not a sequence} U {z r- x; y~ 1: x,y,z € T~, ¢(z) ~ 
{T,F}} U {x(y) .!.ll+ x: x,y € T~, ¢(y)fl} U {l(j(x * s))..!'..14 x: x € T~, 
s € T~, ¢(x)fl, ¢(j(s))fl} U {l(x) ..!:l.41: x € T~, ¢(x)fl, ¢(x)=0 or ¢(x) 
is not a sequence} U {tl(j(x * s)).E..14 j(s): x € T~, s € T~, ¢(x)fl, 
¢(j(s))fl} U {tl(x)~ 1: x € T~, ¢(x)fl, ¢(x)=¢ or ¢(x) is not a 
sequence} U {eq(<x,x>)~T: x € T~, ¢(x)fl} U {eq(<x,y>)~ F : 
x,y € T~, ¢(x)il, ¢(y)fl, ¢(x)f¢(y)} U {eq(x) ~ 1: x € T~, ¢(x)fl, 
¢(x) is not a pair} U {+(<i(x},i(S(y))>) ~ +(<+(<i(x) ,i(y)>),i(S(O))>) 
x,y € T~, ¢(y)fO} U {+(x) ~ 1: x € T~, ¢(x) is not a pair fromN} U 
U {• (x)~ 1: x € T~, ¢(x) is not a pair fromN} U {p(x)~l: x € T~, 
¢ (x) ~ N}. 
Soundness lemma: Reductions in P 0 preserve¢. 
ComFleteness lemma: for all x 
• 0 
i) if ¢(x) = 1, then x~ l; 
0 
ii) if ¢ (x) = T, then x~T; 
D 
€ TL: 
0 
iii) if ¢(x) = F, then x~F; 
0 
iv) if ¢ (x) € N, there is an n € N such that x ~i (Sn (6); 
0 
v) if ¢ (x) = ¢, then x ~ j (¢); 
D S 
vi) otherwise, ¢(x) is a nonempty sequence, and there are y € TL ands€ TL 
Po 
such that ¢ (y) 1 1, ¢ (j (s)) 1 1 and x -j (y * s). 
Proof: By induction on the lenghth of the term x, similar to the proof in 
6.4. 
Cor?llar.x: Pis perfect, unique and confluent. 
Proof: as before. Note that each term in T~ has a normal form in NF, where 
NF is given by: (a) 1, T, F,j¢ € NF; (b)i(Sn(O)) € NF for n € N; 
l) s (c) If x,, j {s) € NF-{1} then j (x * s) € NF (so x € TE' s € TE). 
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D F Abbreviations: 1) we define n-tuples on TE and TE by: 
for n=O: <> = j0 and [] = jyj; 
for n>O: <x1, ••• ,xn> = apndl(<x1,<x2 , ••• ,xn>>) and 
[f1, ••• ,fn] = f 1 0 [f2, ••• ,fn]. Note that 
2) Define selection functions n (for n € N-{O}) 
this tallies with page 44. 
F in TE by: 
1 is a constant in (CE) and if n>O, we put n+l =no tl. 
3) Some other abbreviations: 
pair= eq o [id,[1,2]]; 
-, =id • F; T; 
V =pair • (1 • (2+T;T);(2 • T;F)); I 
& = pair • ,o Vo [--rol,102]; I-
Extensions of FP: An important feature of Backus' FP is the existence of 
least fixed points. 
Let t(f) € T;(x), with 
Define (Et,Et) by: Et: 
one free function variable f. 
t t 
and define (EFP'EFP) 
Notations: µf.t(f) = 
S: F 
F= 
C: ct€ F 
= (EFP'EFP) + (Et,Et). 
c, or c = t(c). 
Definition: P =PU {all instances of r }. 
r : 
t 
t D p t D 
Theorem: If, for all x € TE, ct(x) ~y € TE (so ct(x) has a terminating 
reduction, the subterm c can be eliminated), then P is the unique 
t t t t 
confluent perfect rewrite set for (EFP'EFP). (Here, as before, E=EFP.) 
Proof: immediate by assumption, since r has no prior rule. t . 
~: In the same way it is possible to make, successively, many extensions 
of FP, provided the assumption of the theorem is satisfied each time. 
ExamI?l~: Let g € T~. Define ag = µf.eq o [id,j0] • j¢; apndl o [gol,fotl]. 
Claim: For each x € T~, ag(x)~y € T~. 
Proof: By first reducing x, we can assume x € NF. 
case 1: x = 1- First note [id,jflJ] <1> = id 0 (j0 0 j¢) <1> ..!:.-4 
apndl(<id(l),apndl(<j0(l),jflJ(l)>)>) r10,r1 2 > 
apndl (<l,apndl (<1,l.>> >) ~ j <1 * <l * ls>)~ j <ls> = 1-
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0 
Therefore eqo [id, j 0] (1) ...E.1..1.+ eq ( [id, j 0] (1)) ~ eq (1) ~ 1-
Then ag(l> 2:ci.. (eqo[id,j0] • j0; apndlo[go~,agotl]} (l> ~ 
(eqo [id,j0] (l) r+ j0 (l>; apndlo [go1 ,agotl] (l}~ 
l r+ j0 (l); apndlo (go 1,agotl] (l) -E.-4 l-
ease 2: x E {T,F} U {sn(O) : n E :N}. 
Then ag (x) ~ (eqo [id, j0] • j0; apndlo [go 1,agotl]) (x) 
eq([id,j0] (x))rj0(x); apndl([gol,agotl] (x)) rs,r 13 >-
eq (apndl (<id (x) , apndl (<j 0 {x) , j 0 (x} >)~) r+ j 0 (x) ; apndl (apndl (<g { 1 (x) ) , 
apndl(<ag{tl(x)),j0(x)>)~) r11,r12,r16,r19> 
eq{apndl(<x,apndl(<j0,j0>)~) rj0; apndl(apndl(<g(l> ,apndl(<ag<l> ,j0>)~) 
2:.4 eq(j(x*(j0*0)))rj0; apndl(j(g(l)*{ag(l)*0)) = 
eq(<x,j0>)rrj0; apndl{j(g(l)*(ag{l)*0)) r22, case 1 
F1• j0; apndl(j{g{l)*(l*0))) ri,ra apndl(<g(l),l_>)-2:..1+ j(g{l>*ls)-2:4 
j <ls> = 1. 
case 3: x = j0. Then ag{j0)~ (eqo[id,j0] • j0; apndlo[go1,agotl]) (j,el) 
0 ~ eq(<id (j0), j0 (j0) >) 1• j0 (j0); apndl (<go 1 (j0) ,agotl (j0) >) rll ,ri 2 1 
- (<""' ""'>)-+'"' r21 -+""' r7 ,,;1 eq ]JU,]JU i· ]Pi• •• ~ Ti· ]Pi ••• --'--+ ]JU• 
case 4: otherwise. Then, ¢(x) is a nonempty sequence, and by definition of 
NF there are ¥, j s € NF-{1} such that x is of the form j {y * s) • 
Then ag {x) ~ eq (<x, j¢>) r+ j¢; apndl (<g (1 {j (y*s))) ,ag {tl {j (y*s))) >) 
ri 5 ,ri 8 ,rzz > Fr j0; apndl (<g (y) ,ag (j s) >)~ apndl (<g {y) ,ag (j s) >). 
Now we use the induction hypothesis on the subterm ag(js). 
D F l Corollar;y: for all x 1,; •0• ,xn € TE and g € TE, if ¢ (xi) f for i=1, ... ,n, 
then ag{<x1 , ••• ,xn>) -a-<g{x1), ••• ,g(xn)>. 
Proof: use reductions as those above. 
Examples: some other examples of correct extensions of FP: 
and 
apndr = µf .&o [pair ,eqo [1, j0]] • [2]; apndlo [1o 1, f o [tlo 1, 2]]; 
distl = µf.&o[pair,eqo[2,j0]] • j¢; apndlo[[1,1o2],fo[1,tlo2]]; 
distr = µf.&o[pair,eqo[1,j¢]] • j0; apndl 0 [[1 0 1,2],fo[tl 0 1,2]]; 
iota = µf .eqo [id, S (0)] • [S {O)]; apndr 0 [f 0 p, id]; · 
F 
for each g € TE: 
/g = µf.eqo [tl,j0] • 1; g 0 [1,f 0 tl]. 
Backus' FP: 
f = g 
F 
we define the following congruence relation on Tr: 
D 
< > Vx € Tr ( f(x) and g(x) have a common reduct). 
Then all of Backus' "laws" follow as theorems from er ,E ). FP FP 
Example: Backus' III.4: a(f 0 g) = afoag. 
D Proof: let x € Tr• We can assume x € NF. 
case 1: x € {T,F,1} U {Sn(O) : n € N}. 
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By the claim on page 47, we have a(fog) (x) * 1 and a.foa.g(x) * a.f(l)-»-
1-
case 2: otherwise. Then ¢(x) is a sequence, and we use induction. We write 
this down informally, using the corollary on page 48. 
First, a(fog) (jflJ) -»-jflJ and afoag(jflJ) -»-af(jflJ) -»-jflJ. 
Next, if x = <x 1, ••• ,xn>, 
a(fog)(<x1 , ••• ,xn>) -»-<fog(x1), ••• ,fog(xn)> and 
afoag(<x1 , ••• ,xn>) -»-af(<g(x1}, ••• ,g(xn)>) -»-<f(g(x1)), ••• ,f(g(xn))>. 
Now use r10. 
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